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INTRODUCTION

The year 2018, especially the last quarter had

been a time of rigorous work, accomplishing

the regular and extra tasks. Well, the year

ended with a great sense of satisfaction.

Through this first edition of 2019 BREAD

brings to you the last few happenings of the

previous year 2018. The quarter witnessed

completion of developmental projects

undertaken by BREAD at various schools for

economically weaker section. BREAD also

continued with its response to the people

affected in Kerala deluge 2018. The edition

also gives a glimpse of the regular work

carried out by BREAD. Hope this volume helps

all the readers to have continuity with our

endeavors and be updated.

FROM THE FINANCE IN-CHARGE

“No child should be deprived of education

because of hunger”, BREAD strongly

believes so and is the reason why BREAD

reaches to the innermost interiors of

villages which are still the most deprived

sections of the society where children are

the most voiceless and marginalized.

Working with BREAD is although

challenging but also the most satisfying in

terms of the significant contribution

towards a better tomorrow. Experience of

working with people of different cultures

increases our adaptability to different

cultural demands and behavioral

expectations and ability to handle sensitive

situations.



Mother’s Care Scholarship 
Distribution Program : 

Jankalyan Gramin Vikas 
Samiti, Patna

It is indeed a moment of great 
relief and gladness that BREAD 
could complete the distribution 
of scholarship cheques to 124 
students covered under the 
program. We were privileged to 
have with us Mr. Ashish 
Srivastava, our CSR donor 
representative, who enjoyed his 
interaction with the students.



Mary’s Meals
BREAD carried out its annual monitoring

visit to the centers. From 13 to 16 Oct,2018

visited centers in Rajasthan, 24 to 27th

Oct,2018 visited centers in Varanasi and

13 to 15th Dec,2018 visited Patna, Barwadih

and Ranchi. The feeding to stock

maintenance everything was evaluated in

detail.



School Improvement 
Program

Along with education, a school with
proper infrastructure and all basic
facilities, is also the right of every
child. The transformation of schools
into business has made the access to
the schools of impoverished very
limited. The schools in the village or
say, for the villagers are not equipped
with all that is needed in the
environment of schools. BREAD this
year, adopted 4 schools deep inside
villages to support the structural
development. Thus, attempting to
take care of the behind the screen
necessities of each child, required to
be fulfilled for the holistic
development of any child.



CDM High School, Kuwakhera, Amroha, UP

➢ BREAD supported the school to spread interlocked bricks in the 

ground. This has reduced the possibility of sand storm during 

summers and a lawn in the middle of the ground is a wonderful 

place for children to play and sit.

➢ The school refurbished the washrooms & have made the visit more 

hygienic. The school has been able to spread tiles on the floors, 

walls and have laid the new closets even.

➢ Also, the school had been able to develop a play garden for the 

junior kids, containing every kind of ride expected.

BEFORE AFTER

BEFORE AFTER



Mahatma Gandhi Adarsh Vidhyaly, 
Khanudih, Varanasi, UP

BREAD had been

instrumental in spreading

interlock bricks in the

assembly ground as well

as in building a stage with

roofing at the assembly

ground for the

performances on various

occasions.



The joy of riding swings is 

more than the joy of just 

playing. With the help of 

BREAD, the school has been 

able to provide children 

with a play park, with 

enough swings for them to 

enjoy their play time.

Seva Sadan School,Tambesara, 

Rajasthan



BREAD had assisted the 

school in setting up a 

computer lab and including 

computers as a subject in 

their syllabus.  

St.Mary’s School Baijalpur, Ballia, UP



Mother’s Leap

BREAD was able to visit 10 
Mother’s Leap beneficiaries 
studying at St.Mary’s Community 
College ,Jharsuguda, Odisha. The 
financial succor is provided to 
these students to be trained as 
Nursing Assistant. 

BREAD has also identified 11 girls 
from Kerala, who were affected 
by the deluge to be helped for 
their higher education. They had 
been registered with BREAD and 
their application is being 
processed, soon they will be 
assisted.



BREAD conducted Life Skill classes for 

the students at Holy Child Hindi Medium 

School, Ghaziabad. The themes like 

‘Preparation for exams’ & ‘Body Safety’ 

were taken for students of various 

grades.



BRIDGE

 Its a program through which BREAD 
tries connecting dots of humanity. 
There are many youths outside India, 
who seek for an opportunity to work 
for the marginalized in India. 
Especially the children of our 
sponsors, are willing to spend time in 
the projects their parents are 
contributing.

 We were glad to have with us in the 
last quarter Caspar and Philippia
from Germany. They spent more than 
two months teaching the children at 
St.Alphonsa school Akhwantpur, UP. 
The school building as well as few 
students are supported by BREAD 
under Mother’s Care. They also paid 
visit to various Mary’s Meals centers 
in and around Delhi



CSR PARTNERS’ MEET

In India existence of many NGOs 

can never seem to be superfluous, 

in fact is a possible solution for the 

struggles of the impoverished and 

marginalized. Magneti Marelli 

Company one of our donors 

organized a two days workshop on 

29th &30th Nov,2018 for all the NGOs 

funded by them. All the staff at the 

national office participated in the 

meet. The workshop became a 

wonderful forum to create networks 

and know other stakeholders. Also 

a time to recapitulate various 

guiding principles for working in a 

social sector. The legal aspects to 

the procedural requirements all 

were covered during the meeting.                                                                                                                 



“नीम तले झूले पर झूला, हमे झूलाओ भैया जी,
तेज तेज से पैंग बढ़ाना, हमे ससखाओ भैया जी I”

All throughout when the swings go up and down Simran and 

her friends are happy reciting the poem. They become louder 

when the swing soars up high. Giggling and laughing Simran 

is swift in transiting from one ride to the other. She responded 

“फिसलन पट्टी (slides)” when asked which ride she likes the 

most,  as it does not require much strength. Simran is now 

more happy coming to school as the school has rides to play 

on. The story is same for all other kids in the school. The 

rides give them a break from the studies and definitely 

climbing up and down , is not only taking care of their 

emotional well-being but also the motor development is taken 

care of.

Right from the heart!!!



“ The life has become easier than 
before”- Rani

Though living on the banks of ‘Vembanad’ lake life 
had been a struggle for water for Rani, 60yrs old 

residing in Kainakary, Alappuzzha. “We at home use 
this water only for tea/coffee and for drinking 

purpose.” “Before setting up of Mary’s Meals RO 
plant we and even others around us had to travel far 
to get a pot of drinking water, that had no surety.”, 
recalls Rani. Since this RO plant has been set Rani 
and her family  don’t have to travel far and are very 
sure of getting water and get for enough. . Rani is 
able to finish her house chores on time. “The life 

has become easier than before, no more we worry 
about safe drinking water”, says Rani. Mary’s Meals 

RO plant has come to rescue for many living in 
Kainakry just like for Rani.

Right from the heart!!!
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